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Purpose
• ePIC consists of many subdectors that will designed and manufactured in many laboratories 

and commercial firms, located in US, Europe, Asia, and South America. Hundreds of people 
from many institutions will be involved.  

• Many detector components must migrate between manufacturers and laboratories during test 
and assembly phases. We should be able to trace and register all these movements and 
synchronize the physical location of components with ownership of related data in database 
accordingly. 

• The purchase/tests/measurements/installation will produce huge amount of data. In modern 
experiments practically almost all of them are to be stored in database for further analysis and 
use. The most convenient and reliable solution should assure undisturbed, direct population of 
database with these data. 

• In short the DB should  
‣ keep track of detector components, especially electronic components (power supplies, sensors, 

ASICs, boards) 
‣ Each component tracks: purchase (manufacturer, builder, delivery date), SN, installation details, 

repairs, problems, test measurement, radiation, QA status, locations and more 
‣ Allow easy tracking of problems 
‣ Frees ePIC of insider know-how of a few (yes people do get hit by buses) 
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Why do I even have to make a case for this?
• Past 
‣ HW databases were not common at RHIC and JLab experiments 
‣ Often know how of components relies on individuals  
‣ Ignorance is bliss 

• Now 
‣ CERN https://eam-opensource.web.cern.ch/content/eam-light  
‣ All LHC experiment  

๏ Example: ATLAS ITK - sophisticated complex DB build by Unicorn University, Prague 
๏ Example: ALICE - Hardware Database build by Peter Glässel (used by sPHENIX) 

‣ sPHENIX for some sub detectors (e.g. EMCal, TPC) 
• ATLAS colleagues after I contacted them: “How can you not already plan 

this. Every experiment needs a component data base”
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Solutions for ePIC
• Many 
‣ Reuse existing HW database software (e.g. ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb version) and 

tune for our purpose 
‣ Build own version - needs workforce, substantial effort 

• My Take 
‣ The ALICE DB seems the best suited for our purpose. We have an expert (Prakhar) to 

oversee the process 
‣ May be (?) there’s a group in ePIC with less hardware ambitions but interested in further 

developing these tools (ATLAS was lucky to find a group in Prague, why not we). Needs 
to be adjusted to needs of subsystems, improved, and maintained. 

‣ This will need a DB (Oracle, MySQL?) maintained by potentially one of the labs (BNL, 
Lab, ORNL, ANL, …) 

‣ Responsibility should lie with the TC office. Needs general guidelines for DSCs on what is 
mandatory or voluntary etc.  

‣ This will be with us a long time (E.g.: 2038 a board dies. What chips are on it, who bought 
them/built them, who has the plans? X/X0 is just not right in sims in some corner, what 
material was that exactly and who has the data sheets?)
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Examples - ATLAS 
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courtesy Alessandro Tricoli
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Examples - ATLAS 
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Examples - ATLAS 
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Examples - ATLAS 
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Warning from Alessandro: The ATLAS DB 
is very complex and requires a full time 
person per detector system to handle it.
It is also the reason for some delays in 
ATLAS because dealing with it takes so 
much time.
While he thinks that ePIC absolutely 
needs a DB,  he would recommend a 
somewhat lighter version than ATLAS. 

From: Thomas



Example - CMS
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courtesy Andy Jung
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Example - CMS
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Example - CMS
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Example - CMS
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Example - CMS
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Example - CMS
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๏Software-wise it is mysql (very standard) (Relational database)


๏perl CGI programming                                                                                               
(less standard and a bit dinosaur age, but fairly easy for any programmer) 


๏Linux-based web-server


๏Modular


๏Backups


๏Mirror to a test DB for new users to get familiarize

ALICE Upgrade: TPC Production DB  
Developed by Peter Glassel @ Heidelberg  

(Adopted by sPHENIX TPC)
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Stock at the level of category

sPHENIX TPC database tutorial, 2020-09-28

choose category shortcut to individual item with barcode 
or use barcode scanner  

Link to next level of stock
4

Stock at the level of category 
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Individual item page, QA table

sPHENIX TPC database tutorial, 2020-09-28

units given in data field, not in entered value 

string/number entry field

QA file upload:

browse for file on your computer

then upload

Uploaded file has to be .txt

comments scrollable/no limit
10
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Individual item page, QA table

sPHENIX TPC database tutorial, 2020-09-28

link to uploaded file

evaluation of leakage current data: means of segments and overall, plots spark 
detection (experimental) 

Green if step passed
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Individual item page, QA table 
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Example - ALICE
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courtesy Prakhar GargQA tables can be modifies as required:
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Contact Info, Send Email

๏name, email, phone no. of all 
people registered for the DB 
(sorted according to institutes)


๏Email to individuals, institutes or 
all with cc to yourself


๏Please keep email and contact 
no. unto date

sPHENIX TPC database tutorial, 2020-09-28 21

Contact Info, Send Email 
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Stock selection: 
location, shipping and QA status

sPHENIX TPC database tutorial, 2020-09-28

Selections

QA graphic representation: 

1 stripe per QA step 

green: passed, 

red: failed, 

white: not done yet 

Last consecutive QA step passes
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Stock selection: location, shipping and QA status  
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Summary
๏ It is extremely useful to have a Production Database in the early phase of ePIC 

construction.


๏Various examples in large collaborations and software options exist.


๏Even after DB set-up, regular attention is required for maintenance and issues.

Suggestions and open for discussion!!


